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Home milk de live ry company us e s e le ctric ve hicle s with ze ro e mis s ions

HOME MILK DELIVERY COMPANY USES ELECTRIC VEHICLES WITH
ZERO EMISSIONS
FOOD & DRINK

The market is seeing a resurgence in interest from consumers moving
towards more sustainable food buying.
Spotted: One of the UK’s leading home milk delivery companies recently introduced 200 electric
milk ﬂoats to its ﬂeet of vehicles.
Milk & More is one of the UK-based companies helping revive the environmentally friendly system of
milk delivered to the door. In addition to milk, a range of drinks including cordials, squashes, juices and
smoothies is now available in reusable or recyclable glass bottles.
Milk is the most valuable agricultural commodity worldwide, and in the UK, 96 per cent of adults buy
milk. With only three per cent of the country’s fresh milk delivered to homes, the market has huge
potential for growth. Milk & More provides delivery of more than 200 pantry, baked, home and dairy
products. Delivery is free and scheduled to arrive before 7 am. Ordering is available online or via the
Milk & More iOS and Android app.
For potential customers, Dairy UK, the British dairy supply chain trade association, provides the “Find
Me A Milkman” service. Local farms and delivery companies are listed by distance to a postcode.
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Takeaway:
A revival of traditional practices is taking place all over the world, as modern societies begin to
understand how sustainable some of them once were and could be now. From ancient irrigation
techniques to outdoor evaporative cooling systems, many communities (in both urban and rural
locations) are discovering new ways to reshape modern living by reincorporating the wisdom of
older ways.

